ELLI S WAR D DANCES RACE.

Believes Event Will Materially Aid Both University and Rounding Department

Ellis Ward, Coach of the Varsity and Freshman crews, when interviewed by a Pennsylvania reporter late this afternoon, made the following statement in regard to the "Varsity race which has been scheduled with Yale:

"I think this race will be very bene- ficial to both Yale and Pennsylvania, inasmuch as it gives both a chance to make itself known. Either "varsity" can improve before the intercollegiates take place.

"The point I wish to emphasize is that this present there is very little spirit shown in crew work, and it behooves every student at Pennsylvania to come out for the crew or at least talk it up so his lucky friend. Yale has double the number of candidates that Pennsylvania has at present, and furthermore, Yale has seven crews this year while Pennsylvania has but three, and one of these. Captain Dean, is forced to drop his crew's king this year in order to pay more attention to his scholastic work. This manner in the capitivity will be filled by election later in the spring. Dudley Shoemaker, 99 C., of the Yale crew, is the only man from last year's "Varsity crew to sign up for pur- pose on the machine. Green material is just what we need and we have it, and no one can use as an excuse for not com- ing out is lack of a "varsity" rowing crew on a machine or in an eight-oared shell. The fact that there are but three crews this year at Pennsylvania, each crew has a chance to make itself known. Dudley Shoemaker, 99 C, of the Yale crew, is the only man from last year's "Varsity crew to sign up for purpose on the machine. Green material is just what we need and we have it, and no one can use as an excuse for not coming out is lack of a "varsity" rowing crew on a machine or in an eight-oared shell. The fact that there are but three crews this year at Pennsylvania, each crew is presented a chance to make itself known.

"The CAP and GOWN, Class Memorial Fund, Committee will be announced later.

Senior Committees Announced.


The Cup and Gown, Class Memorial Fund, Committee will be announced later.

Gym Team Notice.

The following score report at Gilbert & Bacon's Gymnasium, Chestnut street, at 2.15 P.M. sharp on Saturday, February 22.

Hurlers: Ellis, Bradford, Revillion, Hough, 8; Kennedy, 7; Braddock, 2.

Fullback: McKay; Kleinath; Hough, 8; Kennedy, 7; Braddock, 2.

Defensive: Miller; Revillion; Hough, 8; Kennedy, 7; Braddock, 2.

The Cup and Gown, Class Memorial Fund, Committee will be announced later.

Soccer Notice.

The following score report at Gilbert & Bacon's Gymnasium, Chestnut street, at 2.15 P.M. sharp on Saturday, February 22.

Hurlers: Ellis, Bradford, Revillion, Hough, 8; Kennedy, 7; Braddock, 2.

Fullback: McKay; Kleinath; Hough, 8; Kennedy, 7; Braddock, 2.

Defensive: Miller; Revillion; Hough, 8; Kennedy, 7; Braddock, 2.

The Cup and Gown, Class Memorial Fund, Committee will be announced later.

Gym Team Notice.

The following score report at Gilbert & Bacon's Gymnasium, Chestnut street, at 2.15 P.M. sharp on Saturday, February 22.

Hurlers: Ellis, Bradford, Revillion, Hough, 8; Kennedy, 7; Braddock, 2.

Fullback: McKay; Kleinath; Hough, 8; Kennedy, 7; Braddock, 2.

Defensive: Miller; Revillion; Hough, 8; Kennedy, 7; Braddock, 2.

The Cup and Gown, Class Memorial Fund, Committee will be announced later.

Soccer Notice.

The following score report at Gilbert & Bacon's Gymnasium, Chestnut street, at 2.15 P.M. sharp on Saturday, February 22.

Hurlers: Ellis, Bradford, Revillion, Hough, 8; Kennedy, 7; Braddock, 2.

Fullback: McKay; Kleinath; Hough, 8; Kennedy, 7; Braddock, 2.

Defensive: Miller; Revillion; Hough, 8; Kennedy, 7; Braddock, 2.

The Cup and Gown, Class Memorial Fund, Committee will be announced later.

Soccer Notice.

The following score report at Gilbert & Bacon's Gymnasium, Chestnut street, at 2.15 P.M. sharp on Saturday, February 22.

Hurlers: Ellis, Bradford, Revillion, Hough, 8; Kennedy, 7; Braddock, 2.

Fullback: McKay; Kleinath; Hough, 8; Kennedy, 7; Braddock, 2.

Defensive: Miller; Revillion; Hough, 8; Kennedy, 7; Braddock, 2.
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ELECTIONS.

It gives us great pleasure to announce the election in the Board of Associate Editors of John F. Breman, '98, and Robert E. Harlow, '10. C.

CHAPEL.

Articles have appeared from time to time in our editorial columns relating to the attendance at Chapel and urging the students to show a keener interest in what we believe is for the good of the University, both collectively and individually.

Our place—for indeed they have been that—have had the opposite effect, for instead of at least the usual few in the benches, the historic place has had the appearance of a forgotten haunt whose sole occupants were those infected with a regular habit; truly a deplorable condition when it is realized that the Chapel Hall is the place where everyone can meet and foster that spirit which has made our halls famous.

Yesterday was opening day in the history of Pennsylvania, for it marked the acknowledgment and recognition of a new hymn, written and composed by men who have the interests of the University at heart. Yet what an ovation and spiritual reception did this event receive! The Senators' corner, the ideal of every student, was completely vacant; those who are to set the standard in another year were hardly represented; the all-day Sophomores were in numbers if not in spirit, while the Freshman Class again opened itself to criticism for the way in which their seats remain empty.

What is the trouble? Are the students at the University of Pennsylvania void of religion? We trust not. Yet what excuse can be offered for men on Friday morning, when tradition calls for "Hall Pennsylvania," the attendance increases but little. The hall will not be crowded with men wearing their variegated-colored hats; conversing in every audible tone, yet never attempting to cross the threshold of the Chapel door.

In this lack of interest on the part of the students in their attendance at Chapel due to the fact that Chapel is no more made compulsory? We would like to ask the students from Farmington, in general, in regard to this matter and we would welcome communications on the subject. We do not like to see Pennsylvania's oldest and most respected institution disappear without some expression of sentiment from the undergraduates.

CRAY.

Again the cry comes from the coaches that they have not enough material for the various sports. We publish an interview from Coach Elward Ward this morning in which he comments on the newly scheduled race with Yale and incidentally states that Yale has twice the number of men out for crew that we have out at present. He also gives out the encouraging news that Captain Dean, of the Varsity crew, has resigned as Captain and will not row this year on account of his work. This leaves only two men from last year's Varsity eight who are rowing this year, while Yale has many of last year's crew back again. This statement of Coach Ward's shows conclusively how well our crew situation is at present. Something must be done, and the undergraduates must take the matter up at once and get out more candidates or lose the responsibility for an ignominious defeat at the hands of Yale and the repudiation of the same old story at Poughkeepsie. Coach Ward is not asking for finished oarsmen. He simply asks for men with the necessary spirit, with the will to do an oar and with Pennsylvania spirit enough to come out and try. It matters not whether you have ever had an oar in your hand before or how green you are. When the coaches want in MEN and lots of them. It is his business to instruct and make oars out of his candidates, and we believe no man is better qualified to do this than Coach Ward. Pennsylvania has not had winning crews in many years, but the reason for this cannot be shouldered on the Committee or the Coach. We have had the individuals but we have not had the necessary number to compose a crew. Competition breeds spirit and enthusiasm—both necessary factors in turning out championship teams at college. Give Coach Ward the men and Pennsylvania will not trail behind Yale in the race on the Schuylkill this spring or be ignominiously defeated at Poughkeepsie in June.

One thing at present is needed and needed badly, and that is new candidates and enthusiasm. On next Friday a large mass meeting will be held in Chapel to arouse enthusiasm for the different teams. Keep this in mind, talk about it, and help make it a success.

Well Heated Rooms,
Well heated rooms, 3122 Spruce street.

Notice.

Subscribers for The Pennsylvania NOW. Reduced from $3.00 to $1.50.

THE NAME OF . . .

Stands for every thing best in Photographs . . . and...

Miniatures.

Studies.

FLOWERS

SPECIAL ATTENTION TO STUDENT TRADE

KEEGAN'S, 104 South Thirteenth Street

The Largest and Foremost Commercial School in the United States

At Waterman's and others, $1.09 to $1.60, at Pennoke's.

Mahlon Bryan & Co.

Men's Tailors

MINT ARCADE BUILDING

SACK SUITS, $1.00 AND MORE

Sophomore Ball

Weightman Hall, Gymnasium

Friday Evening Next, February 5th, 9 P.M.

SUBSCRIPTION, THREE DOLLARS

Tickets at Pennsylvania Office or Committee

FEHLING & SACREY

Custom Tailors, 214 Mint Arcade

College Clothes From $1.80 Up

Bell Phone, Walnut 2014

1426 CHESTNUT STREET AND 14 MINT ARCADE

 opera and Silk, $6.00—Guaranteed. Guaranteed Soft and stiff, $3.00.

Ladies' and Gentlemen's Canes and Umbrellas, $1.00 Up—Guaranteed.

HATS

Speciality Low Price for the Christmas Holidays

FLOWERS

SPECIAL ATTENTION TO STUDENT TRADE

KEEGAN'S, 104 South Thirteenth Street

Mention The Pennsylvania

THE NAME OF . . .

Stands for every thing best in Photographs . . . and...

Miniatures.

Studies.

A Course in Commerce, Economics and Finance, comparing favorably with similar courses in the larger universities. A Course in shorthand and typewriting. Courses in Bookkeeping and Auditing.

For 4th Year Book Address

PEIRCE SCHOOL

The Largest and Foremost Commercial School in the United States

1426 CHESTNUT STREET

PHILADELPHIA
Medical News.

Dr. Randall meets the members of the third-year class in Lecture Room D, today.

A. M. at 4:30.

Third-year men will take their examination in Ophthalmology tomorrow at 1 P. M., instead of at 2 P. M.

Dr. J. P. Schanberg has kindly consented to give the fourth-year class series of five lectures on Entomology. These will be illustrated by valuable lantern slides, and have proved very popular. The first two lectures will be delivered on Monday, February 10th, and Monday, February 17th, at 12 M., in the New Medical Laboratory Building. Room B. Dr. Striegel will not give his clinic either of these days.

Dr. John H. Munner, of the University Hospital, is a member of a special board of the Medical Reserve Corps of the United States Army, which has lately recommended the introduction of vaccination as a preventive of typhoid fever. This recommendation was made after a careful study of British experiences in India and South Africa and of conditions in Southwest Africa among the German colonial troops, and has been approved by the Secretary of War. It is believed that this action will effectually prevent typhoid fever in the army, and make its outbreak impossible even under the most favorable conditions of war utilization. If this is accomplished, the action will prove as great a boon to the modern soldier as all the hospital service and improved sanitation the Red Cross movement has introduced.

The measure will be put into effect at once. No man in the service will be compelled to submit to vaccination, but it is hoped that the compulsion of education which will be prosecuted will induce the entire army to avail itself of this simple method of becoming immune.

The treatment consists of the injection, hypodermically, of a small amount of the serum. The patient suffers for a few hours from headache and has a tender spot on his arm, but this latter never develops into a sore as with smallpox vaccine. About 150,000 men were treated in the Beer War and 15,000 in the last few years with this single bad result; and the Medical Corps therefore feels justified in taking up the new system as rapidly as the serum can be prepared and distributed.

Dental News.

Herbert Harbison, ’95 D., left yesterday for the Philadelphia Cricket Club for team practice. Herhord is a member of the 'Varsity cricket team and won his Variety before two years ago.

Notice to first-year students: Opera- tive Technique. Section A will report to Dr. Milliken in the operative technical room, Room 29, beginning Tuesday, February 9th, as follows:

Subsection 1, from A to B inclusive, Tuesdays and Thursdays at 11 A. M.; subsection 2, from F to K inclusive, Wednesdays and Fridays at 11 A. M.

No engravings or automatic models will be allowed to be used in the technical room.

Section B will report to Dr. Anson in the prosthodontic room, Room 5, beginning Tuesday, February 9th, at 9 A. M.

Subsection 1, from 1 to P inclusive, Tuesdays and Thursdays at 9 A. M., subsection 2, from R to Z inclusive, Wednesdays and Fridays at 11 A. M.

Each student must show a receipted bill in his own name for any mechanical instruments he intends using. Instruments must correspond with those used in the prosthetic department of the dental college.

The first class will report to the Prosthodontic Room on Mondays at 11 A. M. and Thursdays at 2 P. M.

Dormitory Room for Rent.

Room 53, Memorial Tower, renting at $50 per year, will be rented at a sacrifice if applicant takes possession at once.

Wharton School Books.

Many bargains in these books at Pennock’s, 2805 Woodward avenue.

The 1909 Class Record will be a DIFFERENT kind of a Record. Many new and distinctive ideas will be included. It will be out in May. ORDER NOW from any member of Committee or at The Pennsylvania office.

The COMMITTEE.

Pyle, Innes & Barbieri

TAILORS

FOR

MEN AND BOYS

Overcoats.

We show the largest assortment of overcoats in the city—all the new shades and many with the plain backs. Price and quality have improved the ready made, yet our prices are no higher.

We have ten quarters and qualities in the Dress Clothes and prices are absolutely fair. We make more and more of them each season.

Overcoats. $5.00 to $10.00.

Overalls and Dress Suits, $2.50 to $5.00.

1115 WALNUT ST.

PHILADELPHIA
GILLETTE SAFETY RAZOR

MAKE YOUR GILLETTE BUSINESS A STEADY SOURCE OF INCOME. KEEP YOUR STOCK ON DISPLAY. LET YOUR STORE BE KNOWN AS GILLETTE HEADQUARTERS.

IT IS ASTONISHING HOW MANY SALES CAN BE MADE BY MERELY SUGGESTING THE RAZOR AND EXPLAINING ITS QUALITIES. MOST MEN KNOW THE GILLETTE, BUT MANY OF THEM ARE NOT CONVINCED TO A POINT WHERE THEY WILL MAKE A NICE PROFIT ON IT. THEY WOULD MEAN TO THEM IN COMFORT AND ECONOMY.

YOU WILL FIND THAT IT PAYS TO TELL CUSTOMERS ABOUT THE GILLETTE. THE GILLETTE IS A LIVE PROPOSITION FOR ANY STORE. IT PAYS TO BE IDENTIFIED WITH IT.

GILLETTE SALES CO.

KIMBALL BUILDING, BOSTON; NEW YORK TIMES BUILDING; CHICAGO, STOCK EXCHANGE BUILDING; CANADIAN OFFICE, 63 ST. ANDER STREET, MONTREAL;

FACTORIES: Boston, Montreal, London, Berlin, Paris

All seasons are good for the Gillette Safety Razor. Make your GILLETTE business a steady source of income. Keep your stock on display. Let your store be known as GILLETTE headquarters.

It is astonishing how many sales can be made by merely suggesting the razor and explaining its qualities. Most men know the GILLETTE, but many of them are not convinced to a point where they will make a nice profit on it. They would mean to them in comfort and economy.

You will find that it pays to tell customers about the GILLETTE. The GILLETTE is a live proposition for any store. It pays to be identified with it.

GILLETTE SALES CO.

TAILORS

1225 WALNUT STREET, PHILADELPHIA

ANNOUNCE THE ARRIVAL OF A

NEW AND EXCLUSIVE LINE OF WOOLENS

IMPORTED DIRECT FOR MEN'S INSPECTION

AND RESPECTFULLY INVITE YOUR INSPECTION

AUTUMN, 1908

BERNSTEIN MANUFACTURING CO.

MAKERS OF METALLIC BEDSTEADS, ASEPTIC HOSPITAL FURNITURE, STERILIZING AND DISINFECTING APPARATUS, BEDDING AND INSTITUTION SUPPLIES

THIRD STREET AND ALLEGHENY AVENUE, PHILADELPHIA

G. DILKES & CO.

TAILORS

University of Pennsylvania Students' Special Discounts

Baker Building, Second Floor, 1520-22 Chestnut Street